HOW THIS PERTH W.A. ATO LOSS ASSESSMENT FOR $460,311.30
proves this QLS law reform Judge Pat Shanahan's crime circuit that this 10yr Qld / ATO Commonwealth Bank
protection racket is fraud. Therefore smart Supreme Court Judge John Byrne warned the penalty for this
crime to try and trick him is a 5yr gaol term. The CBA paid $25,000 to confess liability to their crime that they are
only guilty of self-greed and self-gain. This is confirmed by this S. Court standard three step Police procedure.
16-05-2011

Reply to: GPO Box 9977, Perth WA 6848
Our reference: 1011207845488
Case ID:
1-1KXEXA9
Tony Coburn ATO Investigator / Supreme
Court witness. The fraud to expose
violence to gain brown paper bag cash
payments. Ph: (07) 32135181

S

TEP 1/ Refer Police Criminal Code Section 399:- where
Fraud Squad Det. Sgt. Brett Heath fraudulently concealed
particular bank documents. A loan agreement to sell our
22 block subdivision / HEHS superfund and ATO profit
without title and deposit to the value of $800,000 to gain
bank approval for the loan.

S

TEP 2/ The CBA 'deed of compromise' scam to pay one
victim only and abandon this ATO claim, where Chris Watts
for the CBA amended the loan agreement. This is known
by law as self entrapment, to confirm ATO guilt.

S

TEP 3/Therefore the CBA blackmailed our ex-QDPP
Barrister Davida Williams as a confessed 6 bank
$1.3million MOB Barrister via Justice Minister Rod
Welford's plea-bargain style protection scam for Davida to
stay out of prison. This was organised by the Police Risk
Management team c/o Assistant Commissioner Pat
Doonan via Insp. Ray Loader who directed we should
have paid the $200,000 or 2 blocks of land extortion or
suffer criminal violence by racketeering.

JUSTICE

EARN

CIB DET. INSP. TREVOR KIDD'S SCAM:1. A/ To fraudulently charge me with theft, and with the failure of this, for the 'Police Risk Management
Department' to take over and fraudulently charge me with child assault, and with this failure with child
molestation. The obvious joke; this alleged crime took place in the Supreme Court coffee shop at 10am. How
desperate is that? Therefore Police Minister Judy Spence and Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson had
Doonan give an apology for 'abuse of public office' and 'obstruction of justice' and resign. This was
confirmed by a concerned Police Asst. Commissioner who has requested 'whistleblower' protection.
Doonan's crime was to direct then Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter Martin (now PESC Assistant
Commissioner) to use this Police / ATO abandonment scam, stating “Due to Police availability and time this
case is closed.” B/ The Police / QDPP scam to create the illusion I was a criminal, so you would not
believe this Crown / ATO case. In return Davida advised all false charges would be dropped providing I did not
sue Police for false arrest. Proof of obvious entrapment.*** C/ The importance for the CBA to engage Davida
as a previous Crown Prosecutor / Barrister who was trained in Police prosecution procedures and who
worked as a bank inside trader to destroy her own client as victims in common with the ATO. D/ The good
news, the new Area Commander John Hopgood and his team listened to this evidence and gave me CIB Det.
Mark Hughes for 3mths to set out the details to this Crown / ATO case.
2. A/ With the aid of 9 Police Crime Reports, this led the then Premier Peter Beattie and Lord Mayor Campbell
Newman to promise a town planning EPA Section 32 solution. This was in response to the Courier Mail press
release refer C.M. 14 Sept 2002 and ATO hidden 2002-3 HEHS superfund tax returns for future charges to be
laid in reference Davida who has now been identified by Police as a QDPP style MOB Barrister.*** B/ Where
the EPA forum team leader confessed “We are toothless tigers.” They abandoned us, to allow the 'Site
Solutions' scam, to remove all QDPP and physical protection barriers to flood our subdivision to gain false
liquidation for this $10,000 model, set out for S. Court Judge John Muir. For the Judge to explain the criminal act
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to become creditors to sell off our subdivision worth $4.4million on completion to pay the KICKBACKS AND
BRIBES. C/ Judge Shanahan agreed and ruled on behalf of the Crown / ATO / Police Minister Judy Spence,
Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson and all cheated HEHS superfund beneficiaries:- “This is the best case for
law reform.” Based on studying criminology to control the crime scene with our $10,000 model, we proved guilt
beyond doubt. Also known as the obvious by mathematics, a pure science. To add to your intelligence with the
laws of association and accession to complete the set with the law of abandonment. D/ As proof:- with the Head
Contractor Rob Wilson holding back payment to the subcontractors and using force on the subcontractors and
the developer, with false claims for extras at up to 300% over cost and over 300% for time, creating the farce of
16mths to gain the final completion date. Previous Area Commander Steve Pettinger confirmed the 'Site
Solutions' scam by stating “This is a civil matter outside the control of the Queensland Police.” As proof,
with no ATO closure after 10yrs. E/ No! The ASIC team Perth W.A. advised “This is a Police matter. The
Police must find the stolen money.” The good news for the Police, this is covered by legal valuations, the
laundered money trail with court transcripts and with the Criminal Code Section 399, as the smart civil engineer
John Koek explained, but was gagged from giving evidence along with the Police admin, union and media
departments, the insurance assessor and broker, BCC site inspector and EPA team leader. This is a 'Site
Solutions' scam:- as proof, we paid $30,000 to the so called engineer Brad Jones to run this scam as part of
the standard crime / control / correction model which Davida finally acknowledged in confessing guilt. As
confirmed by the Perth ATO claim for $460,311.30 for our 2002-3 HEHS superfund tax returns. As further proof,
despite the three accountants working on this case the CBA have been successful in covering up the 'Site
Solutions' scam. Our accountant Tim Allen accepted a payment from us for $10,000 to provide his damages
confession, but to his shock, Tim reported the CIB Detective (Police Risk Management Department) directed
Tim quoting “Keep your mouth shut,” with no ATO returns to expose the laundered money trail as proof of
further entrapment.
3. A/ Therefore the CBA have proved they are lowlife filth and scum in tricking the 14 Judges, Police, CMC, ATO,
EPA and BCC, who have so far failed to lay further charges to solve this case.*** The need to listen to the
smart Magistrate Court Registrars Brisbane and Holland Park, who confirmed Davida's confession of guilt. To
explain how and why the Vexatious Litigants Act was set up to ensure the Justice Minister could control all Qld
Judges (please note Magistrate Ian Austin's court transcript as proof) “I do not care what (anyone from) the
Police Minister down has to say.” As further proof to control the Fair Trading / Trade Practices Act and CMC
Act. B/ Therefore the Crown must expose the CBA as the key actors to their crime by the laws of association and
accession and the need to create the new law of abandonment under Judge Shanahan's specific direction. C/
So Judge Byrne can use the teamwork of the 14 Judges, court Registrars, Queensland Police admin, union and
media to allow what is called natural or holistic justice and to only judge a case after all relevant evidence and
proof has been submitted and gained by the Crown. This evidence has never been asked for or submitted.
Confirmed by the smart QDPP Prosecutor with a look that would kill, stating “NEVER GIVE UP ON THE
TRUTH.” D/ In conclusion, we stand ready to solve this Brisbane, ATO / CBA protection racket; as one ATO
employee put it “There is a religious nut outside who wants to pay his income tax.” Therefore, as ATO
standard procedure I was contacted by part of Tony Coburn's tax investigation team. Tony as a Supreme Court
witness to Davida's farce in abandoning our case offered his 'whistleblower' style assistance. Tony informed
me his boss took him into his office and told him (due to obvious CBA corrupt practices) to stay out of it. As proof,
our case has been referred to the ATO office Penrith NSW and now the Perth office W.A. as far away as possible
from the crime scene so the ATO management will not have to face up to their responsibility. As we were
told officially, in brief, ATO investigation staff suffers depression and despair and obvious stomach pain and
rather than lose staff, which are hard to replace, we were repeatedly ordered out of the ATO office to protect the
wellbeing of ATO staff and the confessed Commonwealth Bank manager Grahame Ledwidge who used the
excuse that he acted for self-greed and self-gain for the shareholders profits and the top end of town. Therefore
as any chess player will tell you, the best form of defence is to attack, attack and attack. We must do the same.
Under QLS direction your act of abandonment is the crime. As our Premier put it, 'volunteers do it best'.
We set aside a $1million budget under Police Minister Judy Spence's direction, based on criminology and
forward planning to run a $10,000 model. As Chris Watts, Grahame Ledwidge's boss confirmed in his quote
“You have a big thing about teamwork.” EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN TEAMWORK IS THE ATO
SOLUTION. GIVE ME TONY COBURN AND TOGETHER WE WILL SOLVE THIS CASE AS IT APPEARED
TO BE TOO DIFFICULT FOR CIB DETECTIVE MARK HUGHES TO GO UP AGAINST THE QLD POLICE
RISK MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT THAT OFFICIALLY DOES NOT EXIST.

To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906
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